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Align To Your Inner
Harmony

E F T / T A P P I N G  S C R I P T S  &  W O R K B O O K  F O R
C O N F I D E N C E  &  S E L F - W O R T H  



Introduction

From an early age, beliefs are being created 
 about everything, we are taking in so much
information around us and listening and
believing what we are told by our parents,
carers, teachers, siblings. Being told to ‘keep
quiet’, ‘you are bad’, you are naughty, can
create beliefs of low self worth, and feeling of
not being good enough. These beliefs stay
with us throughout life and can limit us in our
relationships, careers, friendships, and our
emotional wellbeing.  It is possible to change
these beliefs with energy healing.
By spending just 15 minutes a day doing some
daily tapping to gradually break down all
those years of belief building that you are
holding onto, you will begin to feel lighter,
happier, less stressed and you will begin to
build stronger feelings of self worth and self
confidence.
I have created these simple tapping
meditations to follow each day to help you
make changes in your life. 
Feel free to change any wording in these
scripts if it isn’t right for you.  Remember just
reading these won’t clear them, you have to
actually tap them away. You are worth it!
I hope you enjoy the changes that you will be
making in your life.   Remember the more you
tap, the quicker you will break down your
limiting beliefs, the faster you will begin to
make the changes.

Please email me if you have any questions and
visit my website for more information.
Happy Tapping! 
Suzanne xx

I have found that EFT is an
extremely powerful energy
healing technique in helping
with so many issues.   It helps
you take control of your
stress levels, clear past
emotions and can quickly
release blocks and limiting
beliefs to allow abundance
and success in all areas of
your life.



Tapping Scripts
THE CRITICICAL VOICE
 BLOCKS TO LOVING MYSELF
 I LACK CONFIDENCE
 I AM UNWORTHY
I ALLOW SUCCESS
NOT GOOD ENOUGH
 I FEEL SO ANXIOUS ALL THE TIME



EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique)/Tapping

EFT is a form of acupuncture, but without the needles. It is a simple

tapping procedure that gently realigns the body’s energy system. 

Unlike other energy healing methods EFT incorporates an emotional

element to the healing process, addressing unresolved emotional issues

as a likely cause of physical disease, psychological dysfunction, and

personal performance limits.   

Negative emotional experiences disrupt the energy meridians that run

through our body.  The memory of the experience affects the way we see

the world, until we heal that disruption.   Properly applied, EFT quickly

realigns the energy meridians with respect to negative memories

disconnects the physical discomfort that we attached to it and quite

often removes the resulting symptoms.  

What is EFT/Tapping



EFT is so simple yet powerful, once you have learned the tapping points you will be

able to use it for many issues.  This is a very basic tapping routine, just so you get

used to the points and how to tap.

Choose what you want to tap on. For example. "I feel so anxious"

Tune into the situation.

Give it an intensity rating from 0-10 (0 being lowest 10 being highest)

Tap each point about 8 times and repeat the statements out loud or in your head.  

Tap "Even though I feel so anxious, I accept myself anyway". Repeat 3 times.

"so anxious", "so anxious", "so anxious", etc.  

Tap until it is at least 1 or 2 intensity. 

KC - Karate Chop - Even though, I feel anxious, I accept myself  right now.      

KC - Karate Chop - Even though, I feel anxious, I  am okay.

KC - Karate Chop - Even though, I am anxious, I accept where I am right now.  

TH - Top of Head - I feel so anxious.

EB - Eye Brow - I feel so anxious.

SE - Side Eye - I feel so anxious.

UE - Under Eye - I feel so anxious.

UN - Under Nose - I feel so anxious.  

CH - Chin - I feel so anxious

CB - Collar Bone -  I feel so anxious

UA - Under Arm -  I feel so anxious

Take a Deep Breath

Tune into the issue again and then check the intensity.  Tap again.

EFT/Tapping Basic Routine



Tapping Points

Gently tap each point about 8 times whilst saying the statement out loud or in your head.
On the picture, there are hand points, but I only use these in sessions.

 
KC - Karate Chop - Side of hand on fleshy part.

TH - Top of Head - Near the crown.
EB - Eye Brow - Where the eye brow starts in the middle
SE - Side Eye - At the side of the eye before the temple.

UE - Under Eye - under eye.
UE - Under Nose - between the nose and upper lip.

CH - Chin - In the crease of your chin.
CB - Collar Bone - Collar bone starts, and slightly down to soft part.

UA - Under Arm - under arm pit about 4 inches down.



Tune into the voice into your head. The one that is telling you that you are not good enough,
or you won't be successful and it keeps you stuck.  When you think about it, where do you
feel the emotions in your body? Then tap the following...

 KC - Even though I have this inner critical voice, I  accept myself anyway.
 KC - Even though I have this inner critical voice telling me how I am not good enough and I
am not worthy, I am okay.  
 KC - Even though I have this inner critical voice, I lam learning to accept that it is just a part
of me and I can choose to  quieten it.
 TH - This critical voice
 EB - Its always there
 SE - telling me I'm not good enough
 UE - or I won't be able to do something 
 UN - making me feel less than
 CH - keeping me stuck
 CB - this little voice in my head
 UA - Its so frustrating

keep tapping slowly thinking about all the times you have heard your inner critical voice.
just keep tapping a few rounds and notice what comes up. You don't have to say anything,
just think and feel the thoughts as you tap silently.

Deep Breath

 TH - I want to thank this little voice
 EB - I know you have been keeping me safe all these years
 SE - but you are limiting me now
 UE - So I am going to acknowledge what you say to me
 UN - but I am going to begin to believe in myself more
 CH - because it is safe for me to believe in myself 
 CB - As I am learning to accept myself right now
 UA - I am at peace with my feelings

Deep Breath
 
Repeat as often as possible.

My Critical Voice



Repeat 'I find it hard to love myself' and feel the intensity, give it a number 0 being no
intensity and 10 being highest.  Then tap the following really tuning into the feeling.

 KC - Even though I find it hard to love myself, I accept myself anyway.
 KC - Even though I have had so much happen in my life, I am okay
 KC - Even though I have these blocks to loving myself , I  choose to accept myself anyway.
 TH - I have blocks that are stopping me from loving myself fully
 EB - These are from my past
 SE - maybe they are keeping me safe
 UE - maybe I am feeling that I am not worthy
 UN - but I know that they are there
 CH - always blocking me from feeling that love
 CB - I have made mistakes that I may be punishing myself with
 UA - that are blocking this love

Keep tapping and notice the emotions and thoughts that come up. just keep tapping silently
for a few rounds.

Deep Breath
Now repeat the statement 'I find it hard to love myself' and notice if the intensity has gone
down.  Just see what number comes to mind
and then tap again until it gets down to 5 or less.   when it is under 5, then tap the positive
round.  

 TH - But I am opening up myself to loving myself fully
 EB - allowing myself to love myself
 SE - by allowing myself to love myself fully
 UE – I will attract more good things into my life
 UN - abundance with flow endlessly
 CH - success will flow endlessly
 CB - so I choose to love myself
 UA - I choose to love and accept myself unconditionally

Deep Breath

Blocks to Loving Myself



Say out loud 'I lack confidence in myself’ and feel the intensity, give it a number 0 being no
intensity and 10 being highest.  Then tap the following really tuning into the feeling.

KC – Even though I lack confidence in myself, I accept where I am right now  anyway.
KC - Even though I lack confidence in myself, I choose to accept that part of me.
KC -Even though I lack confidence in myself, I am allowing myself to allow a little more
confidence to shine through each day.
 TH – this lack of confidence
 EB – it goes back to when I was a child
 SE – never feeling good enough
 UE – and comparing myself to others all the time
 UN – holding myself back
 CH – keeping myself safe so I don't make a fool of myself 
 CB –and so I don't get hurt
 UA – never feeling that I am am capable

Continue tapping silently as you tune into your emotions and thoughts that you are getting.
do a few rounds just thinking about how you feel.

Deep Breath

Now repeat the statement 'I lack confidence in myself ' and notice if
the intensity has gone down.  Just see what number comes to mind and then tap again until
it gets down to 5 or less.  Then tap the positive round.  

 TH – but maybe I could be quietly confident in myself
 EB – feeling confident within myself
 SE – believing in myself
 UE – allowing myself to feel confident
 UN – allowing myself to look confident
 CH – feeling calm and confident deep in my heart
 CB –with every breath I take
 UA - Feeling calm and confident!

 
Deep Breath

I Lack Confidence



Say out loud ‘I feel so unworthy’ and feel the intensity, give it a number 0 being no intensity
and 10 being highest.  Then tap the following really tuning into the feeling.

 KC - Even though I feel so unworthy of having good in my life, I  choose to accept myself
right now.
KC - Even though I feel so unworthy of having happiness in my life, I am okay.
KC - Even though I just feel so unworthy, I choose to know that I  am changing this.
 TH – I feel so unworthy and I don't know why
 EB – I feel this unworthiness that I feel deep in my chest
 SE – it is blocking me from receiving all the good in my life
 UE – maybe I did something wrong when I was growing up
 UN – maybe its just a part of me that feels unworthy
 CH – maybe I am a bad person
 CB – whatever this unworthy feeling is
 UA – I know its there, deep in my heart

  Continue tapping silently, just noticing what emotions come up, any thoughts, just allow
them to come to mind and keep tapping.

Deep Breath
 
Now repeat the statement 'I feel so unworthy' and notice if the intensity has gone down. 
Just see what number comes to mind and then tap again until it gets down to 5 or less.  Then
tap the positive round.  

 TH – But if it was created
 EB – then it can be uncreated
 SE – it can be released
 UE – I can release the need to hold onto this unworthiness
 UN – it is not serving me in anyway
 CH – I choose to allow it to go
 CB – I am letting it go with love
 UA – I choose to feel worthy and attract abundance into my life

 
Deep Breath

I am Unworthy.



Say out loud 'I have blocks to success' and feel the intensity, give it a number 0 being no
intensity and 10 being highest.  Then tap the following really tuning into the feeling.

 KC – Even though in the past I have blocked my success, I choose to let these blocks go
now, as I accept myself anyway.
KC - Even though In the past I have blocked my success because of fear, I choose to let go of
these fears.
KC - Even though in the past I have blocked my success, I now choose to allow myself to
succeed.  
 TH – I have blocked my success in the past
 EB – it hasn't felt safe to succeed
 SE – it may have changed me
 UE – or other people around me
 UN –  it might have been too overwhelming
 CH – I just wouldn't have coped
 CB – this overwhelm and success
 UA – I would have been too busy

Continue tapping silently, keep thinking about what is blocking you from success or notice
what emotions come up for you. Tap a few rounds until you feel calmer.

Deep Breath
 
Now repeat the statement 'I have blocks to success' and notice if the intensity has gone
down.   Just see what number comes to mind and then tap again until it gets down to 5 or
less.  Then tap the positive round.  

 TH – But what if it meant I was more organised with my time
 EB – more organised in my head
 SE - I can feel calmer in my mind
 UE - calmer in my life
 UN - success can feel calm and amazing
 CH - success can feel calm and amazing
 CB - success can feel easy
 UA - I choose to enjoy success

 
Deep Breath
Remember you can come back to this another day.

I Allow Success



I am Not Good Enough

Repeat 'I am not good enough' and feel the intensity, give it a number 0 being no

intensity and 10 being highest.  Then tap the following really tuning into the feeling.

 KC - Even though I never feel that I am good enough, I choose to accept myself

anyway

 KC - Even though I feel others are better than me, I am okay

 KC - Even though I never feel good enough about myself, I choose to accept myself

anyway.

 TH - I just don't feel good enough

 EB - Other people are better than me

 SE - They seem more confident

 UE - I just don't feel good enough

 UN - I am not good enough

 CH - I feel worthless

 CB - I don' know why I feel like this

 UA - but I am willing to let these beliefs go I am learning to believe in myself

Continue tapping silently, keep thinking about what is blocking you from success or

notice what emotions come up for you. Tap a few rounds until you feel calmer.

Deep Breath

 

Now repeat the statement 'I am not good enough' and notice if the intensity has

gone down.   Just see what number comes to mind and then tap again until it gets

down to 5 or less.  Then tap the positive round.  

 TH - I am letting go of all these feelings

 EB - and learning to love and accept myself

 SE - I choose to love myself exactly as I am now

 UE - and as I love myself more

 UN - the more I feel good enough

 CH - I am learning to feel good enough

 CB - Because I am good enough

 UA - I am safe and ready for change

Deep Breath



Repeat 'I feel so anxious all the time' and feel the intensity, give it a number 0 being no

intensity and 10 being highest.  Then tap the following really tuning into the feeling.

 KC - Even though I feel so anxious, I accept where I am right now

 KC - Even though I can't stop these feelings, I am okay

 KC - Even though I don't know why I am feeling so anxious all the time, I am choosing

to feel calm and relaxed.

 TH - I feel so anxious

 EB - My body is so tense

 SE - It's all too much

 UE - I have too much to do

 UN - I can't help feeling like this

 CH - This anxious feeling

 CB - This feeling in my body

 UA - I just feel on edge

Continue tapping silently, keep thinking about what is blocking you from success or

notice what emotions come up for you. Tap a few rounds until you feel calmer.

Deep Breath

 

Now repeat the statement 'I feel so anxious all the time' and notice if the intensity has

gone down.  Just see what number comes to mind and then tap again until it gets down

to 5 or less.  Then tap the positive round.  

 TH - This feeling

 EB - I am now ready to let it go

 SE -   whatever it represents

 UE - I let  go of my fear, anger, sadness

 UN - It's safe to let these feelings go
 CH - I choose to feel calm
 CB - I am at peace with my emotions
 UA - I let it go

Deep Breath

I Feel So Anxious All The Time



If you would like more information about EFT, Emotion Code and Body Code and
how it can transform your life, please email me or visit  www.suzanne-curtis.com,

Join  Emotional Harmony Facebook Group for more tips and video's.

Happy Tapping

Suzanne xxx

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1056276598091832
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1056276598091832


The information in this e-book is educational
in nature.  EFT is proving to be promising in many life areas, but
has yet to be fully researched by Western academic
communities.   They are relatively new healing approach and
the extent of its effectiveness, as well as its risks and benefits
are not fully known. 
By joining, I agree to assume and accept full responsibility for
any risks associated with reading this e-Book and using EFT.  I
understand that by applying EFT that it may bring to surface
past traumatic and emotional incidents.  EFT is not a substitute
for medical treatment.  
I understand Suzanne Curtis does not make any guarantee or
warranty regarding the outcome of using EFT for
any issue. Suzanne advises you to seek medical advice before
you apply EFT.  

Disclaimer


